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This'finventio'n ‘relates "to iluggage "of “the ‘type 

presently known as a “club” “or *‘sports?jbag. 
“This "type ‘of *bag v‘is ‘o'f comparatively v‘small ‘di 
mens'io'n ‘as regards general-use luggage; Gen 
erally the bottom part is more or less of ‘rectan 
Kevlar-contour with ‘the "ends of 'gothic ‘or ‘tri 
“angular form extending above the bottom ‘part 
"and'havin'g-a‘top section'that swings ‘down onto 
“or up from the'archedor‘trian'gular ends‘t'o' close 
"or open vertical‘ac‘cessto the'interior of the'ba'g. 
‘This 'top‘section‘may' ‘be "either a ‘pair ‘of ‘parts 
separately hinged alongthe ‘upper edges of the 
"*side's'of’the‘base part ‘so as'to swing toward and 
away from each other ora'pair of ‘parts ?exibly 
i'orrig‘idly united, "one vo‘f‘which ‘is hinged along " 
“the‘upp'er edge o'fpne of'th'e'sides-of the bottom 
*part; Suitable latches'areprovided for securing 
'thefto'p section in'its closedpositio'n. 

l'Ba‘gs'of'thistype named for carrying a rela 
tively small ~number"of "personal items; more 
“often than ~not when one is'taking-a‘short'quick 
journey and does not’want to be-greatlyen'cum 
tbere'd. The now‘comm‘o‘n-designation “club” or 
“sports” ‘bag‘derives from the fact-‘that the‘bags 
*?n‘d‘ such extensive u‘se‘for brief recreational pur 
suits‘wheno‘ne desires convenient 'meansifor c'ar 
rying a change of apparel. On such occasions‘ the 
"desire is‘to carry-either several "articles of non 
-"sp'ortswe‘ar to which ‘one may change after the 
recreation, or the "sportswear itself‘, ‘and ‘which “ 
articles require packing ‘with the least possible 
disarrang'ement or intercontact. 
The main objects of this invention, ‘therefore, 

‘are-‘to provide van improved form vof ‘comparted 
‘club or sports bag wherein may ‘be ‘separately , , 
arranged in orderly manner several dissimilar 
articles-o‘fapparel out ofpontact with each other 
so, as to keep all items in the best condition for 
subsequent wear; to provide animproved bag of 
this kind particularly-adapted to afford separate 
compartments for such dissimilar items ‘as a pair 
of vshoes, one or two shirts and a pair of trousers 
-or1a'skir-t; vto provide an improved comp’arti‘ng 
‘means which-‘maybe arrangedv’in a clublo'rsports 
bag ‘of conventional construction to ‘convert it 
'iz‘ito‘sectionalized form for v‘the abovejpurp‘o‘se; 
‘and to pro'vide'an improved traveling-bag‘ com 
.parting means ‘which is exceptionally simple in 
construction, ana‘hence economical to manufac 
ture, and whichiis‘exceeding'ly‘facile for a wide 
variety'of uses involvingthe-transport of:a small 
fnumb‘er ofiveryv different,iconventionalfarticles of 
apparel, and especially for those engaged in vari 
ous kinds of sport. 

‘In the "accompanying drawings: 
Fig.- '1 ‘is a perspectiveview-of one'typ‘e‘ anemia" 

or ‘_"sports” ba‘g'wherewith‘thistiriventioniis par 
ticularly adapted ‘for use; 

:Fig‘; 1211s a'tran'svérs'e sectional-view showing": one 
vform of my invention; and 

_ ‘Fig. 3 is 'aperspe'ctive view ‘of a- modi?ed ‘form 
‘of the comparting means embodying-this'ii-nven 
tion,the same being equipped with means for ad 
justably positioning ‘the ‘domparti'ng ‘rm-‘eats in 
‘bags of varying widths; ‘ 
'The essential concept of this invention in 

*"vciives the "use-"Of a receptacle, preferably parti 
tioned to separately ‘support items *of apparel, 
which may be set in the bottom par-tot va’c‘on 
ventional ‘fclub” or “sports” ‘bag’, or‘b’e ‘formed 

v as an integral'part there“of,~tozform acompart 
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ment nearly coegrtensive with the inner raiser 
the side walls of the'bag "from the base‘of the 
bag up across the top thereof and within ‘which 
compartment outwardly of the‘ receptacle maybe 
suspended a garment. 
The embodiments of ‘this concept, shownlin the 

accompanying "drawings, each - comprises a par 
‘ titioned, bag-comparting receptacle 6; which'may 
be of the type shown in ‘Fig. "'3 for inse'rtioniin a 
conventional‘bag, or'which may be‘per'manently 
ihte‘gratedwith the bag ‘1'! as shown in-F‘ig. 2; and 
with which comparting receptacles is'as'soci’ated 
‘at garment-‘suspending element 8. 
The bag 1, for which this comparting-recep 

tacle 6 is particularly designed for use?isof the 
type, as hereinbefore noted,'presently referredl'ais 
a “club” or “sports” bag. These bags are made 
in'various sizes, smaller than luggage -for’mo‘rc 
extended travel, and generally‘ have the bottom 
part 9 of elongated rectangular or ‘oval "form. 
‘The bagnormally sets on-‘a b'ase'HL-and 'ac'ce‘ss'to 
(the interior of the ‘bag is‘vertical ‘as ‘permitted by 
a closure or top section II. The closure ortop 
section 'I I is hinged to thebottom'p‘art‘sand, in 
its‘closed position, rests ontheends 1-2 ‘wh‘e‘r'eit 

_is 're’leasably' retained by latches +3. 
The arched'clo'sure 'l'! ‘is made of twois'ec‘ti'on's, 

-|' I '-A ‘and ‘I l-‘B, whichm'ay ' be hinged‘ atthe ~sides 
and close at the ‘top, or ith‘eyinay bean‘gularly 
integrated, as shown in "Fig. ‘2, and ohe'ise‘cti‘o‘n 
hinged to 'OI‘ie "of the bag sides I'll, as-ihdic‘alted 
at [5‘, so as to swing down onto the “V-shap'ed 
'c/nds‘l2. 'Usuallyi?ange's f6 are rormeurmongthe 
end edges of these‘ sections of ‘the closure‘ 1H to 
embrace ‘the upper edges of the bag’ ends “[27 ‘and 
‘prevent dust and water from :read'ily-entéringt'he 
“in't‘erior'ofthe'baé'l. ' 

The latches l3 are of conventional form for 
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bags of this kind. A handle ll of suitable form 
is attached to one of the sections [1-11 or ll-B 
or at the juncture thereof, depending upon the 
form of the closure H. 
The comparting receptacle 6, partitioned to 

separately contain smaller articles of apparel, is 
designed to be placed in the bottom part 9 of the 
bag ‘I in spaced relationship to the sides It of 
the bag ‘I to constitute a compartment 18 ex 
tending from the base 10 on opposite sides of the 
receptacle 6 along the sides of the bag 1 up over 
the top of the receptacle 6 nearly coextensive with 
the inner faces of the sides Hi and the sections 
H-A and 11-13 of the closure ll. Such a com 
partment it provides space wherein a pair of 
trousers or a slnrt may be suspended over the 
element 8 entirely out of contact with the other 
articles of apparel and with the minimum like 
lihood of wrinkling. 
The comparting receptacle 6 obviously may be 

made of various materials, and in somewhat dif 
ferent shapes, depending upon the character of 
the bag Wherewith it is to be used. It may be 
either de?nitely integrated with the bag struc 
ture itself, as best shown in Fig. 2, or separately 
formed as a unit and set in the bag, where it is 
held in place by adjustable spacers l9, mounted 
on the ends of the comparting receptac e 6 (see 
Fig. 3). 
The comparting receptacle 8 is provided with 

a partition 20 so as to constitute separate com 
partments 2| and 22 for smaller articles of ap 
parel. For example, shoes and socks may be con 
veniently arranged in the lower compartment 2 l, 
where they would. be completely isolated from 
contact with other apparel. Shirts and under~ 
wear or similar articles could be laid on the par~ 
tition 20. 

In the form of the invention shown in Fig. the receptacle ‘6 is made by anchoring two sepa~ 

rate pieces of suitable material 5-11 and 5-3 to 
the base it] and the ends 12 of the bag 1, in the 
desired spaced relationship, to form compart 
ments I8, 2! and 22. The partition 20 is here 
shown as a more or less rigid piece of material ,. 
hinged at 28 on the inner face of the receptacle 
side piece (i-A so as to be swung down onto and 
up away from a stop or ledge 21 on the inner 
face of the receptacle side piece 6-3. ' 
Two pieces of material 3| and 32 are angu 

larly arranged to serve as an arched closure for 
the receptacle 5, being suitably hinged thereto 
at 33. Latches 36 may be provided for releas 
ably holding the element 8 in its closed garment 
suspending position. Preferably the angular 
junction of the pieces 3! and 32 might well have 
their ends slightly enlarged and heightened with 
shoulders 35, which would tend to keep the gar~ 
ment-trousers or skirt—from too easily shifting 
along the element during transport. 
On occasion it may be desirable to have a re 

movable comparting receptacle 5 so that a pre 
viously-produced bag ‘I could be appropriately 
comparted for the herein described purposes.- To 
accomplish this, a separately formed comparting 
receptacle 6, with integral ends, and an inte 
gral garment-suspending element 8, and with a 
suitable inner partition may be equipped with 
adjustable spacers l9 adapted to accommodate 
the comparting receptacle 5 to and properly po 
sition it in bags of varying widths. 
The spacers l9, ?xed at the ends of the re~ 

ceptacle 6, each comprise a pair of overlapping 
bars or rods 36 slidably supported in a bracket 
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31 secured to the end of the receptacle 6 and 
mounting a tightening screw 38. Although these 
spacers 19 are herein shown on the outside of the 
comparting receptacle 6, whereby the spacers 
might require adjustment prior to inserting the 
receptacle 6 in the bag 1, it will be obvious that 
the spacers 19 could be arranged on the inside 
of the receptacle ends and extend through slots 
in the side walls whereupon adjustment of the 
spacers 19 could be made after the comparting 
receptacle 6 had been inserted in the bag ‘I. 

It will be noted that when the arched closure 
8 is folded all the way back, such closure con 
stitutes a tray upon which articles may be laid 
prior to being packed in the comparting-recep 
tacle B, of which the closure forms a part. 
Although the emphasis herein has been on the 

provision of a comparted “club” or “sports” bag, 
it will be understood that such a bag would be 
found to be highly practical for other uses. 

Variations and modi?cations in the details of 
structure and arrangement, other than those 
herein illustrated, may be resorted to Within the 
spirit and coverage of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A traveling or sports bag comprising an 

outer case having side, and end walls and a clos 
able arched top therefor, said arched top includ 
ing inwardly sloped converging top walls, an in 
ner case substantially coextensive in length with 
the outer case and centered therein, and having 
side walls spaced from the side walls of the outer 
case to form an inner compartment within the 
inner case and an outer compartment exteriorally 
thereof, an arched closable top for the inner case, 
said latter top conforming generally in shape to 
the arched top of the outer case and being spaced 
from the first-named top when both are closed, 
whereby the arched top of the inner case may 
be used as a hanger for clothing with the cloth 
ing extending on both sides of the inner case 
within said outer compartment. 

2. A traveling or sports bag as set forth in 
claim 1 in which the inner case has bottom and 
end walls in addition to said side walls, whereby 
the inner case is removable as a unit from the 
outer case. 

3. A traveling or sportsbag as set forth in 
claim 2 in which adjustable means engageable 
with the side walls of the outer case are provided 
on the inner case for centrally locating and hold 
ing the inner case within the outer case. 

4. A traveling or sports bag as set forth in 
claim 1 in which the inner case is divided into up 
per and lower compartments by a hinged parti 
tion. 
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